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Abstract
Saturation physics is expected to be relevant at sufficiently small parton momentum fractions
x in high-energy proton- (or deuteron-)ion collisions at RHIC and the LHC. Accordingly, these
collisions provide the best available testing ground for the saturation model. However, producing
precise numerical predictions from the model is a complicated task; the state of the art in this
area involves next-to-leading order QCD calculations, which are difficult to do numerically.
Here I’ll review recent progress in extracting numerical predictions from saturation models and
matching them to experimental results.
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1 Saturation and Hybrid Factorization
Almost since the dawn of QCD, the behavior of gluons at small longitudinal momentum fractions
x has been an area of interest among hadron structure researchers. The seminal work in the field
is of course the BFKL evolution equation [1, 2], which predicts that gluon distributions should rise
sharply with momentum fraction as x becomes smaller. However, it was quickly realized that this
growth is unsustainable, and in fact violates the Froissart bound (or equivalently, violates unitarity)
at sufficiently small x. Adding a nonlinear term to the equation fixes this problem by tempering the
growth of the gluon distribution [3–5], producing an asymptotic approach to a constant gluon field
strength as x → 0. This is the phenomenon of gluon saturation. Physically, saturation represents
gluon recombination within the target wavefunction, or multiple gluon scattering by the projectile
parton, depending on the time-ordering of the relevant processes.
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Figure 1: Schematic of the hybrid
factorization
However, the physical effect of saturation has yet to be
detected experimentally. In other words, currently available
experimental data can’t distinguish between models that in-
clude saturation and those that do not, and also can’t con-
strain the parameters of the saturation model. Proton- (or
deuteron-)nucleus collision cross sections from the LHC and
RHIC may change that, though. The pA → h + X cross
section in the forward region, as shown in figure 1, is particu-
larly sensitive to the behavior of small-x gluons in the nuclear
target. With a sufficiently precise calculation of this cross
section, in combination with experimental results, it may be
possible to clearly identify the physical effects of saturation.
One of the key innovations that enables this calculation
is the hybrid formalism [6]. In this approach, the gluon field
of the target nucleus is represented by a correlator of Wilson
lines. Unlike the traditional parton distributions of the parton model, Wilson lines can capture
the physical effect of multiple gluon scattering by the projectile parton. The cross section then
factorizes as
d3σ
dyd2~p⊥
=
∑
i
∫
dz
z2
dxp
xp
xpfi(xp, µ)Dh/i(z, µ)Fxg
(
p⊥
z
)
P(ξ)(. . .) (1)
where fi is a traditional parton distribution, Dh/i is a fragmentation function, Fxg is the momentum-
space correlator of Wilson lines (also known as the unintegrated dipole gluon distribution), and
P(ξ) and the remaining factors are the “hard factors” that describe the parton-level interaction,
calculated from perturbative QCD.
2 History of the pA Cross Section
The first calculation of the inclusive hadron cross section in proton-nucleus collisions was done by
Dumitru and Jalilian-Marian in 2002 [7]. Their result describes the process shown in figure 2a in
which a quark from the projectile proton interacts with the gluon field of the nucleus, as well as the
equivalent process with a gluon projectile instead of a quark. Shortly afterwards, they supplemented
this with a numerical calculation [8] showing that the hybrid model is able to describe experimental
results from RHIC, up to a p⊥-independent factor K. The K factor was expected to approximately
account for the missing next-to-leading order contributions.
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(b) Real (top) and virtual (bottom) NLO diagrams
Figure 2: Diagrams contributing to the quark-quark channel — with a quark projectile, and a
quark fragmenting into the final-state hadron — at LO and NLO. This is one of four channels.
Extending the calculation to next-to-leading order began with the inelastic terms, roughly
corresponding to real diagrams in which the emitted gluon persists into the final state, as shown
in the top row of figure 2b. Albacete et al. computed the corresponding expressions and obtained
numerical results in reference [9] with two candidate gluon distributions. They were able to match
data from the RHIC experiments at low p⊥ with K = 1 for charged hadrons [10] and K = 0.4 for
neutral hadrons [11]. However, the calculated result drops sharply at high p⊥.
It was natural to wonder whether the inclusion of the virtual diagrams, such as those shown in
figure 2b, would bolster the results at high p⊥. The theoretical calculation of the corresponding
amplitudes was performed by Chirilli, Xiao, and Yuan [12], and numerical results were first obtained
shortly thereafter by Stas´to, Xiao, and Zaslavsky [13]. As shown by the sample results in figure 3,
including the full NLO corrections does improve the agreement with experimental data at low p⊥.
It also renders the K factor unnecessary for both charged and neutral hadrons. But the most
evident feature is that the drop at high p⊥ still exists after incorporating the virtual diagrams; in
fact, the cross section becomes negative!
This conclusion touched off a flurry of speculation about the significance of a negative predicted
cross section, and how (or if) it might be possible to modify the calculation to produce a uniformly
positive prediction [14–18]. However, calculations with a variety of gluon distributions and kine-
matic conditions [13, 19] show that the negativity appears to be a fairly fundamental feature of the
NLO result. In particular, it seems not to be a consequence of the choice of the candidate gluon
distribution.
Most recently, references [17, 18] have examined the effect of a kinematical constraint on the
emitted gluon momentum fraction ξ. This constraint, which limits the maximum value of ξ, can
be incorporated into the calculation by modification of the dipole splitting function, and it results
in additional terms, designated Lq and Lg in figure 3, that contribute at the NLO level. As shown
in the figures, the new terms extend the p⊥ range over which the calculation agrees with the
experimental results, but they do not cure the negativity.
The results of the calculation for ATLAS parameters, computed for the first time in refer-
ence [18], are particularly interesting because the LHC is able to reach smaller values of xg than
RHIC, and is better positioned to probe the kinematic regime where saturation becomes rele-
vant. Obtaining these numerical results required overcoming a number of technical challenges. The
greatly expanded phase space induces large statistical fluctuations in Monte Carlo integration, and
it becomes harder to recover the precise cancellations between O(k−2⊥ ) terms that are needed for
the results to work out properly. In addition, the larger momenta accessible to an LHC collision
mean that numerical Fourier transforms are no longer viable, as they were at RHIC. It’s necessary
to convert all expressions into momentum space, which required new Fourier transform formulas.
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Figure 3: Calculated results [13, 18] for forward rapidity at BRAHMS and ATLAS, showing LO
as well as NLO without and with the kinematical constraint (Lq + Lg). The error band shows the
results for two values of µ2, as indicated. Calculations were done with the running coupling BK
gluon distribution; data are from BRAHMS [10] and ATLAS [20] are also shown for comparison.
Figures from reference [18].
Now that the formulas have been adapted to LHC conditions, it opens up a wide variety of hybrid
formalism calculations that can be computed and compared to LHC data to come.
3 Conclusion
With the (hopefully) complete next-to-leading order calculation of the pA→ h+X cross section [12,
18] at hand, and a stable numerical implementation [13, 19] available, we can look forward to precise
numerical predictions for both RHIC and LHC measurements of the cross section. These predictions
will be critical for taking advantage of the LHC’s unprecedented kinematic reach to probe directly
into the saturation regime, and perhaps detect the direct effects of saturation and the color glass
condensate.
However, in order to have a truly believable signal of saturation, it will be necessary to test a
range of predictions. We hope to see additional data on the inclusive hadron yield, especially at
higher rapidities, from the LHC in the near future. If the hybrid model with a suitable candidate
gluon distribution is able to predict the variation in inclusive hadron yield with rapidity, it will be
a very strong indicator that the model is on the right track.
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